Machine Learning analysis of LabQuakes time series
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The LabQuake experiment, based on the continuous and slow shear of a compressed granular system, mimics the behavior of a tectonic fault. Elastic energy is slowly stored in the granular structure and liberated by sudden reorganization events accompanied by acoustic emissions \cite{1}. We investigate prediction possibilities for the events of highest energy, by splitting the acoustic time series recorded in the LabQuake experiment in numerous time windows, which are labelled 1 or 0, depending on their proximity with a large event. This creates a dataset on which we train several Machine Learning models, trying to predict the labels of each time window. Our experiment provides multiscale aperiodic events, making the classification on the full dataset very complex. We then start by classifying on a subset of our dataset, focusing only on windows close to extreme events, and windows far of any event.

This poster will describe in more details how the dataset is built, along with the networks we trained on this dataset and the result of simplified classification.
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\textbf{Figure 1} (Left) Time windows are labelled 0 or 1 depending on their proximity from high energy events. (Right) Confusion matrix of our simplified classification. We have very high precision, and find \textasciitilde 40\% of the events.